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ABSTRACT : ISRO has launched series of satellites for Earth Imaging for natural resource applications.
These applications are being served by various large satellites. Some of the payloads with required
swaths & resolutions, which can serve the applications separately in the areas of agriculture, forestry,
geology, water resources, land-use, infrastructure build-up, pollution monitoring etc., can be launched
on small or micro satellites on stand-alone basis. With the experience of design, development,
fabrication and on-orbit operation of earth imaging satellites from IRS-1A to Cartosat-1, the small/micro
satellites are planned with advanced technology. The small satellite project is envisaged to provide
platform for stand-alone payloads for earth imaging and science missions. The current paper focuses on
the first satellite. The satellite is a three axis stabilized bus with two deployed solar panels. The bus
carries a miniature dual head star sensor, four micro reaction wheels and micro gyros. The bus can
operate in sun-pointing and earth pointing modes and provides good attitude pointing and stability. The
details of mission, configuration, and the bus capability details are presented.

BACKGROUND
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has
designed, fabricated, launched and operated both
communication and remote sensing satellites. These
constituted series of satellites of INSAT, GSAT, IRS
and also the thematic satellites like oceansat-1&2,
Resourcesat-1, Cartosat-1 etc.,. These satellites have
provided services to the internal and global users in a
sustained way in the last two decades. The success of
these satellites have amply demonstrated the
capability built within ISRO in the areas of system
engineering,
design, development, fabrication,
mission planning & management of operational class
satellites with front-end technologies. As the
technologies go with galloping improvements and
the increasing demand for satellite services, there has
been world wide trend towards the development of
small and micro satellites that can be used for
carrying mission specific payloads. With the
background of immense experience of making big
and operational satellites ISRO has started the
programme of Small Satellite Systems tp pave the
way to develop the small and micro satellites.
CONCEPT OF SMALL /
MICRO SATELLITES
The earlier concept of bigger satellites carrying
multiple and closely related payloads was very much
relevant in the yester years because of the huge cost
of each of the satellites. The satellite cost was huge

because of the non-miniature technologies used that
required many space grade components with high
reliability for each functional unit in the satellite.
This lead to the bigger satellites with more than one
payloads. . However combining different payloads in
to one satellite has it's own impact on the Spacecraft
configuration resulting in increased complexity,
increased operational modes, and also increased
complexity in ground systems' hardware and
software. This has added cost to the satellite as well
as to ground systems.
With the improvement in technologies it is becoming
possible to design and develop smaller satellites with
the same performance capabilities of the bigger
satellites at lower power, weight & size. Also the
modular concepts and miniaturization approaches
have reduced the cost of the satellites paving the way
to go-in for smaller satellites at a much lower costs
than the bigger satellites. This enables satellite
manufacturers to go-in for mission specific space
flights so that more no. of satellites at more frequent
intervals can be realized and launched into space
without waiting for a bigger satellite bus service. A
typical scenario for some of the payloads that differ
in the requirements on the satellite and mission
planning are given below:
•

Optical remote sensing payloads : Nadir
viewing, repetitive coverage (depending on
application), high attitude accuracy, large
maneuver
requirements,
Polar

sun-synchronous orbit, local time between
9AM & 4PM, Side looking requirement for
quick revisit, stringent thermal control, high
data rates, onboard storage requirement,
segmented payload on-off operations, more
no. of satellites for faster repetivity, etc.,.
Microwave remote sensing payloads : Polar
or inclined orbit requirement, no stringent
local time (preferable to be 6AM-6PM orbit
for best power generation), Nadir viewing,
repetitive coverage,
medium attitude
accuracy, large maneuver requirements,
Higher data rates, high storage requirements,
segmented or continuous operations,
not-so-stringent
thermal
gradient
requirement, more no. of satellites for faster
repetivity etc.,
Ocean
and
atmospheric
missions
(Radiometers,
Altimeters,
aerosol
instruments, limb sounders, Lidars .. ):
Inclined orbits, Continuous operation, low
data rates, near real time data down loading,
etc,.
Stellar / space science payloads : inertial
pointing, large maneuver requirements,
continuous operation, low data rates,
storage requirement, etc.,

features of the bus are described in the table 2. The
varios sub-systems are described below.

For making the versatile platform for different kinds
of payloads, two kinds of busses are under
configuration and development. One is Micro Sat of
less than 100kg weight, including a payload of
weight of 35 kg and the other is a Mini Sat that is
less than 400kg including a payload eight of 150kg.
Miniaturization has been done for sub-systems like
bus electronics packages, star sensor, reaction
wheels, gyros, magnetometer, Payload (for first
mission), RF systems etc.,.

The power sub-system of the satellite is single bussingle battery power system with raw bus of 28V to
33V. It is a battery tied bus with centralized DC/DC
converters that generate required secondary voltages
for the sub-systems. Battery is a Lithium Ion battery
of nominal capacity of 14AH
and is charged by solar array during sun-lit portion of
the orbit.

•

•

•

The bus structure is designed to carry a payload of 35
to 40 kg. It is a cuboid structure with honey-comb
panels as shown in the fig. 1. The four shear panels
in swastika form, connecting both bottom and top
decks make the main load-bearing structure. The
outer panels (EP01 to 04) are lighter and serve the
requirements of mounting sensors and antennae. The
bottom deck provides the interface to the launcher.
And the top deck interfaces with the payoad.
Payload Accommodation
The area of 500mm x 500mm on the top deck is
available for interfacing the payload except the
portions occupied by elements of solar panel
mechanism and spacecraft handling. The available
portion for payload is shown in fig 2. The available
height is upto 400mm which does not include the
on-orbit deployments that could be accommodated in
this volume.
Power

There are two solar panels of size 0.7m x 0.81m, one
on EP02 and the other on EP04. The panels generate
about 200w at the end of two years. The panels are
stowed during the launch and deployed after
reaching the orbit. The panels are fixed to the bottom
deck of the satellite and the cells face the Sun in
sun-tracking mode which is a nominal mode of the
spacecraft, when the payload operation is not there.
The total power generated is about 220W in
sun-pointing mode and about 90 watts in earth
pointing mode. The present configuration can
support a payload power of 35 to 40w.

In the coming part of this paper brief description of
the Micro satellite bus (MS-1) under development is
given.
FIRST MICRO-SATELLITE BUS OF ISRO
Life, Mission and Heritage
MS-1 is planned as a fore runner for the micrio
satellite series of ISRO. The bus is designed for
satellites of a total mass of 100Kg. The house
keeping main bus will be about 65 - 70 Kg and can
carry a payload of about 30 - 35 Kg. The first
satellite will carry a four band LISS-2 type of
payload including blue band. The resolution is 36
meters and swath is 140 km. For the first mission the
heritage designs of most of sub systems developed
for previous missions of operational satellites are
adopted without change in basic design. Some
systems are miniaturised version of the previous
designs. Table 1 gives the heritage. The main
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Structure

Attitude Sensors
For initial acquisition Four-Pye Steradian sensors
similar to IRS satellites are used and in the normal
operational mode miniaturized star sensor with 20
arc sec accuracy is used. Also inertial reference is
provided by a miniaturized gyro based sensor unit.
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Magnetic Sensors

Table-1 : Mission highlights of the first satellite
Orbit

A miniaturized tri-axial magneto meter is used for
measuring magnetic field and provide coarse
attitude.

: Polar
sun-synchronous

Actuators
The micro sat has four miniaturized reaction wheels
of 0.36NMS capacity for all attitude correction
requirements. And for occasional orbit correction a
monopropellant based Reaction Control System with
single 30litre fuel tank and single 1N thruster is
incorporated.
In addition there is a 20Am² magnetic torquer for
dumping the momentum of the reaction wheels.

Orbital Altitude

: 632.141 km

Semi Major Axis

: 7010.28 km

Eccentricity

: 0.00088

Inclination

: 97.928 degree

Local time

: 09:30 AM

Orbits/day

: 14

No of orbits

: 325

Period

: 97minutes

Path to Path distance

: 123 km

The Bus Management Unit (BMU)
This system is basically responsible for all control
functions like attitude control, temperature control,
orbit control etc.,. In addition the BMU also does the
functions related to the tele-metering of health
parameters and receiving and distribution of the
tele-commands. BMU maintains the attitude with a
pointing accuracy of better than O.1deg about all
axes and drift rate better than 1x10e(-4) deg/sec.

Table 2. Spacecraft Configuration
STRUCTURE
• Aluminum Honeycomb sandwich based cuboid
structure ( 600 x 600 x 600 mm³)
POWER SYSTEMS
• Li Ion Battery (12 AH)
• Two Solar Panels one each on +/- Roll side
• Core Power Electronics Unit
• Power Switching and Distribution Card
PAYLOAD AND DATA HANDLING
SYSTEMS
• Four Band Multi spectral CCD Camera
• Base band Data handling system with JPEG
2000 Compression
• 8 GB SSR
RF SYSTEMS
• S-Band Data / TM Transmitter
• S-Band TC Receiver
• SPS ( Main and Redundant)
ATTITUDE AND ORBIT CONTROL SYSTEM
• Bus Management Unit
• SENSORS
• Miniature Dual head Star Sensor
• Four Pi Sun Sensors ( 4 heads)
• Miniature Magnetometer
• Two Gyros
• ACTUATORS
• Micro Reaction Wheels
• Magnetic Torquers ( 2 nos)
• RCS (1N Thruster)
MECHANISM
• Solar Panel Hold down and Release
mechanism (Paraffin Actuator)
THERMAL SYSTEM
• Passive Thermal Control System

Data Handling
The data handling sub-system is for receiving,
formatting and coding of the payload data before
transmission to ground. This system is designed for a
data rate of 5MBPS. The data is transmitted in
S-Band which is also used to transmit TM/TC data
from BMU.
RF systems
RF system consist of tele-command receiver and
Payload & health data transmitter. Both receiver and
transmitter work in S-Band frequency.
FIRST MISSION OF MICRO SATELLITE
The first mission is planned basically with the idea of
developing the microsatellite bus, that can cater to
multiple types of payloads. It is planned to fly the
first micro satellite with an earth imaging payload
that can send images in four bands with a resolution
of 36 meters and a swath of about 151 km. This
satellite is slated for launch by 2007 as auxiliary
satellite on one of PSLV flights.
The table 1 gives mission highlights. Configuration
features of the first satellite are given in table 2.
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Following are some of the views of the satellite
The operational modes of the spacecraft (S/C) : The
spacecraft will be in tumbling mode as soon as it is
injected. The S/C is put in to sun- pointing mode and
maintained in this mode. For the payload operation
the satellite is put in earth pointing mode with
optical axis of the camera pointing towards nadir.
The solar panels are in the Roll direction and
payload mounted on the top deck of the satellite is
towards the positive pitch pf the satellite. The linear
4k element CCD is also in the pitch direction and
image foot-print of the CCD is perpendicular to the
ground track.
The Ground Segment : The satellite will be
controlled from a spacecraft control centre in
Bangalore. The Payload data will be received by
NRSA ground station processed and distributed.
There is a plan to provide the data directly to the
interested users like universities, scientific
institutions, and government agencies.

Figure1. Blown-up view ( without solar panels)

Applications : The multi spectral data with
resolution of 36m is quite useful in the areas of
agriculture, forestry, geology, hydrology, disaster
management, etc.,.

Conclusion :
The micro satellite derives the rich heritage and
experience from the operational satellites of ISRO.
It is a versatile platform, under development, in
ISRO which can carry small payloads useful for the
applications in the areas of earth imaging, ocean &
atmospheric studies, space science, etc.,. The first
mission carrying an earth imaging payload is
targeted for launch in 2007.
Figure 2. Artistic view of in-orbit configuration
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